Abstract. In this paper an O(NlogN) algorithm for routing through a rectangle is presented. Consider an n-by-m rectangular grid and a set of N two-terminal nets. A net is a pair of points on the boundary of the rectangle. A layout is a set of edge-disjoint paths, one for each net. Our algorithm constructs a layout, if there is one, in O(NlogN) time; this contrasts favorably with the area of the layout that might be as large as N*. The layout constructed can be wired using four layers of interconnect with only O(N) contact cuts. A partial extension to multiterminal nets is also discussed.
Introduction
A rectangle R is a rectangular subset of a rectilinear grid. It consists of n columns numbered 1 to n from left to right and m rows numbered 1 to m from bottom to top. A rectangle routing problem (RRP) consists of N nets N, , . . . , NN. Each net is a pair of points on the boundary of rectangle R. The two points are called the terminals of the net. A boundary point (except for the corners) of R can be terminal of at most one net, a corner can be terminal of at most two nets. A solution (a layout) for an RRP consists of a set of N edge-disjoint paths in rectangle R, one for each net. The path corresponding to (realizing) net N; connects the two terminals ofnetN;, 1 sirN.
Example. The first example ( Figure 1 ) shows an RRP with N = 5, n = 5, m = 5. The nets are indicated by labels on the boundary nodes. Nodes with the same label define a net. The fundamental characteristic property of RRPs was recently established by Frank [3] . THEOREM 1 [3] . An RRP is solvable iff the revised row and column criteria hold. Moreover, a jayout can be constructed in time O(nm), ifone exists.
The revised row and column criteria are defined as follows. A vertical cut (v-cut) is given by a pair of adjacent columns (a, a + 1). The capacity of a v-cut is the number of horizontal edges between columns a and a + 1, that is, m. The density of a v-cut (a, a + 1) is the number of nets that go across the cut, that is, have exactly one terminal in columns 1, . . . , a. A v-cut is saturated if its density is equal to its capacity. A v-cut is oversaturated if its density exceeds its capacity. Similar notions are defined for horizontal cuts (h-cuts).
Consider an RRP ( Figure 3 ). Suppose there are k L 0 saturated horizontal cuts; if k > 0, they are (r,, rl + I), . . . , (rk, rk + 1) with rl < .. . < rk, and we let (c, c + 1) be any v-cut. The k-saturated h-cuts dissect the area to the left of the v-cut into k + 1 regions, T,, . . . , Tk+l.
The extended degree of a node u of rectangle R is the degree' of node u plus the number of nets having u as a terminal. The parity of a set T of nodes is the parity of the sum of the extended degrees of the nodes in T. Finally, the parity density of v-cut (c, c + 1) is the density of the v-cut plus the sum of the parities of sets Ti;:, 1 I i I k + 1. The revised column criterion states that the parity density of any v-cut must not exceed its capacity. The revised row criterion is defined analogously. Frank's algorithm solves an RRP in time e(nm). For "squarish" rectangles this quantity is quadratic in the number of nets. Moreover, running time O(nm) is intrinsic to Frank's algorithm because it can generate layouts with O(nm) knockknees. In Figure 2a the path corresponding to any net bends n(m) times and hence Q(Nm) = Q(N*) amount of information is required to describe the layout.
In Figure 2b , we show a layout for the same problem in which every path bends at most twice. Thus O(1) amount of information suffices to describe each path. The solution shown in Figure 2b is constructed by the algorithm described in this paper. (For two-shore problems in which all terminals are on the top or bottom of the rectangle, Preparata and Lipski [6] have shown that this behavior is achievable.) The main result of this paper is the following theorem. THEOREM 2. A layout for a solvable RRP can be constructed in time O(n + m + N log N). Moreover, the layout constructed contains only O(N) knock-knees.
In this paper, we do not address the question of layer assignment to layouts. However, we want to mention that Brady and Brown [2] have shown recently that every layout can be wired using only four layers of interconnect. Moreover, it can be shown that the number of contact cuts required for a four-layer wiring is, at most, proportional to the number of knock-knees. Thus we have the following corollary. COROLLARY 1. Every solvable RRP can be wired in four layers using only O(N) contact cuts. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops some technical preliminaries. The algorithm, the proof of correctness, and an analysis of the number of knock-knees generated are given in Section 3. Section 4 describes an implementation and contains the proof of the O(NlogN) running time. Section 5 describes a partial extension to multiterminal nets, and Section 6 addresses the problem of obtaining a multilayer wiring of the layouts. Finally, Section 7 reports about computational experience.
Preliminaries
In this section we present some simple observations that will be useful in the sequel.
Consider any RRP P. A column (row) of P is empty if it contains no terminals. Suppose that P has more than N + 2 empty columns. Then, no h-cut of P is saturated because its density cannot exceed the number of nets. Let (c,, cl + l>, -**, (ck, ck + 1) be the saturated v-cuts. Obtain RRP P' from P by deleting empty columns such that (1) no h-cut becomes saturated, (2) the number of deleted empty columns between any two saturated v-cuts is even.
Therefore, it is easy to see that the extended row and column criteria hold for P' iff they hold for P. Hence, P' has a solution if P has. Moreover, there are at most N + 2 empty columns in P', and a solution of P' trivially extends to a solution of P. A similar reduction works if there are more than N + 2 empty rows. Thus, we can assume without loss of generality that n = O(N) and m = O(N), and we note that the reductions can be done in time O(N). An RRP P is standard if every node has even extended degree. Our algorithm only applies to standard RRPs, although this restriction can be overcome by making the algorithm more complex. For every RRP P, an equivalent standard RRP P' is easily constructed in time O(N), as shown by Frank [3] . Indeed, suppose that there are h saturated h-cuts and k saturated v-cuts. They divide the rectangle into (h + l)(k + 1) regions T,, T2, . . . . Each region has even parity (a proof can be found in [3] ) and hence contains an even number of nodes of odd extended degree. Let uI , UZ, . . . , ~2~ be the nodes of odd degree in set Ti as they appear on the boundary of a rectangle R in clockwise order. To obtain P', we introduce the additional nets (u,, UZ), . . . , (~-1, ~2~) for every Ti. In [3] , it is shown that the extended row and column criteria hold for P' if and only if they hold for P. Moreover, the parity density of any cut of P' is just its density, and we obtain the following version of the revised row and column criteria A standard RRP is solvable if and only if; for any v-cut and h-cut, the density never exceeds the capacity.
Also, the number of nets of P' is O(N), since the length of the boundary of P can be assumed to be O(N) by the preceding remark. From now on, we assume that all RRPs are standard. A net is trivial if its terminals are on opposite sides of the rectangle and lie in the same row or column. Trivial nets can always be routed as straight lines without affecting solvability. This can be seen as follows: Suppose net N; "runs" vertically in column c. Removal of column c and net Ni changes a standard RRP into a standard RRP. If c = 1, then we also have to move all terminals from column 1 to column 2. A similar remark holds for c = n. Moreover, it does not change the capacity and density of any v-cut, and decreases both the capacity and the density of any h-cut by 1.
A column c is said to be density increasing, preserving, decreasing depending on whether density(c -1, c) < density(c, c + l), density(c -1, c) = density(c, c + I), density(c -1, c) > density(c, c + l), respectively.
The Algorithm
In this section we describe an algorithm that solves any standard RRP in time O(Nlog N), where N is the number of nets. The algorithm is row oriented. It processes row after row starting at the top row of the rectangle. Each row is processed in two major stages. The first stage lays out highly structured sets of nets, called "runs" (to be defined later). At the end of this stage, the plane domain still to be processed appears as a "toothy" rectangle, referred to as "near-rectangle." The second stage completes processing by producing the layout in the interior of the teeth. The situation is pictorially illustrated in Figure 4 .
The coordinates of the points of the boundary of the near-rectangle in Figure 4b are A = (1, h -I), B = (n, h -I), C = (n, l), D = (1, I), Xj = (Ci, h), A standard near-rectangle routing problem (SNRRP) consists of a number of nontrivial two-terminal nets such that each convex corner of the near-rectangle is the terminal of either zero or two nets, each concave corner is the terminal of no net, and each boundary point that is not a comer is the terminal of exactly one net. In particular, if cl = 1, and hence A = Yi, then A is the terminal of exactly one net. If a vertex is not a terminal of any net then the vertex is said to be exposed.
As always, the capacity of a cut is the number of edges in the cut, and the density of a cut is the number of nets that have a terminal on both sides of the cut. We consider v-cuts and h-cuts. The v-cuts are (a, a + I), where 1 I a < n, and the h-cuts are (b, b + I), 1 I b 5 h -2 and (h, h -I), restricted to the segments XiUi, 1 5 i I S. The h-cut (h, h -1) in the segment XiUi (referred to as facing Xi Vi) consists of the set of vertical edges emanating from Xi Vi. Thus, its capacity is di -ci + 1.
The following two simple facts about densities are useful. (b) Let ci 5 a < di for some i. Ifdens(a, a + 1) < h, then dens(a, a + 1) I h -2.
(Ui and Xi are on row h.) PROOF (a) If either Vi or Xi is exposed, then the number of terminals on segment XiUi is at most di -ci + 1, which is also the capacity of the cut. (b) Since we deal with a standard problem, every node has even extended degree.
Note that this is true for nodes on the boundary as well as for nodes in the interior of the near-rectangle. Hence, h + dens(a, a + 1) is even, since h is the number of edges and dens(a, a + 1) is the number of nets that go across v-cut (a, a + 1). Thus dens(a, a + 1) < h implies dens(a, a + 1) 5 h -2. Cl A SNRRP is valid if there is no v-cut and no h-cut whose density exceeds its capacity. We show that every valid SNRRP has a solution.
We partition the set of boundary points of a near-rectangle into two sets. TOP consists of the set of boundary points in rows h -1 and h, and NONTOP consists of the remaining boundary points. Set TOP-NONTOP consists of all nets that have one terminal in TOP and one terminal in NONTOP. A net Ni E TOP-NONTOP is also called a TOP-NONTOP net. Sets TOP-TOP, NONTOP-NONTOP are defined similarly. A horizontal net is a TOP-TOP net that has neither point A nor point B as a terminal. A TOP-NONTOP net is right-going (left-going) if its terminal in NONTOP is to the right (left) of its terminal in TOP.
As previously mentioned, the algorithm only deals with standard problems. In order to keep up the fiction that the problem dealt with is standard, the algorithm will introduce additional nets during its execution. These nets are called fictitious nets. Fictitious nets are always horizontal and they do not overlap. More precisely, there is an even number xl, x2, . . . , x2/ (ordered from left to right) of points in TOP such that the fictitious nets are the I nets (Xzi-i, X2i), 1 I i I 1. We represent the fictitious nets by the ordered sequence xl, x2, . . . , x2/ of their terminals. Fictitious nets are an elegant device for dealing with the extended row and column criteria. Fictitious nets are TOP-TOP nets and are usually treated like other TOP-TOP nets. In particular, we often draw wires for fictitious nets. These wires are fictitious and record the fact that certain edges of the grid are not used in the layout.
We can now start to describe the algorithm. For the analysis of the algorithm, we count elementary steps. An elementary step consists of drawing a horizontal wire segment of arbitrary length and extending by one unit all the vertical wires intersected with it. We shall see that whenever we draw a horizontal wire segment there will be a knock-knee on both ends. Thus the number of elementary steps also yields a bound on the number of knock-knees. In order to count elementary steps, we introduce the concept of token. A token represents the ability to pay for one elementary step. Tokens are deposited as "endowments" on nets and segments, and we use the symbols aNN, &N, aTT, and as to denote the respective minimum endowments of each NONTOP-NONTOP net, TOP-NONTOP net, TOP-TOP net, and segment. Each action of the algorithm can be viewed as the transformation of a collection of nets and segments (input) into a collection of laid-out wires and a collection of new nets and segments (output). The revenues for such action are the endowments of the input nets and segments, and the expenditures are for the wires (one token per horizontal laid-out wire) and for the endowments of the output nets and segments. Note that only the tokens used for wires are lost; the tokens used for the endowments of new sets and segments are to be reused at a later stage. If we prove that the initially available tokens are sufficient to pay for all horizontal wires, then the number of the latter does not exceed the initial global endowment. We choose the following values:
(1) Initially each net is given its appropriate endowment; thus, the initial global endowment is O(N).
The description of the algorithm is quite lengthy and requires many case distinctions. In order to aid the reader, the description is given in the following format. In each case we first give the actions to be taken. We then argue correctness, that is, we show that the actions transform a valid problem P into a valid problem P'. Then we do the accounting, that is, we show that all elementary steps can be paid for. Statements in each of these three categories are presented in distinct typographical ways.* Central to our technique is the notion of "run," which we now present.
A right run relative to segment XU, with X = (c, h) and By layout of horizontal net, N; = ((f; h), (g, h)) (f< g) with bound xi+,, we mean the operation of drawing a horizontal wire from (f; h) to (min(g, xi+,), h) and on to (xi+, , h -1) if xi+, < g, and of extending all other nets with terminals in set ((x, h) : f I x < min( g, xi+,)] by one vertical edge. We may view this layout action as a transformation of nets; specifically, if g I xi+, , then net Ni is deleted from the problem, and if g > xi+, , then net Ni is transformed to net N/ = (&+I, h -11, (g, h)) ( see Figure 6a) . Analogously, the layout of a right-going net N; = ((f; h), (g, h)) with bound x. ,+, means the operation of drawing for Ni a horizontal wire from (f; h) to (min(g, xi+,), h) and a vertical wire from (min( g, xi+,), h) to (min( g, xi+,), h -1) and of extending all other nets with terminals in ((x, h): f I x < min(g, xi+,)) by one vertical edge (see Figure 6b ). Rectangle routing problems within a rectangle of height one (i.e., h = 1) are trivial. All nets are horizontal and they do not overlap. Thus, we can do the layout by drawing one horizontal wire per net. The cost is covered by the a&= 1) tokens on each TOP-TOP net used. So, let us assume that h 2 2. As mentioned earlier, we process row h in two major phases: "run-layout" and "clean-up." Run-layout consists of two passes, the first from left to right and the second in the opposite direction. The plane domain still to be processed at the end of run-layout is a nearrectangle, whose segments have very special properties. Clean-up effects the processing of exactly these segments. These two major phases are preceded by a simple *Indeed, we suggest that the three sections-actions, correctness, and accounting-be approached separately on a first reading of this paper. (b) initialization step, whose objective is to ensure that each segment contains at least one exposed corner. Thus we have
Step 0: Initialization (refer to Figure 7 )
Procedure INITIALIZE (h) begin move point A = ( 1, h -1) and B = (n, h -1) from set NONTOP to set TOP; if either X or U is exposed then set c := 1 and d := n else begin N* = ((1; h), (g, h)) := a horizontal net with maximal g; lay out N* and delete points (x, h), f < x < g from rectangle, and also
The results of Step 0 are illustrated in Figure 7 . Here, we use the graphics k # or to denote exposed nodes.
Step 0 is clearly void if either X or U is already exposed (Figures 7a-c) ; otherwise, two segments XI U, and X2 U2 are created (Figure 7d ). Note that there are no terminals of horizontal nets in X2 UZ. LEMMA 2. Either there is at least one net with both terminals in row h or either X or U is exposed. PROOF. If neither X nor U is exposed, each contributes two terminals. Thus there are n + 2 terminals in row h and, since h-cut (h -1, h) is not oversaturated (the problem is solvable), there is at least one net with both terminals in row h. Cl PROOF. The lemma is trivially true if only one segment is produced. If two segments are produced, then no h-cut is oversaturated. Also, we reduced the capacity and density of every v-cut (b, b + l), forfl b < g, by one. Thus no v-cut is oversaturated. Cl
In the new problem both points Ui = (f; h) and X2 = (g, h) are exposed if they exist. Moreover, no node (x, h), x r g, is a terminal of a horizontal net.
ACCOUNTING. Since node A = (1, h -1) movedfrom NONTOP to TOP, either one net moves from NONTOP-NONTOP to TOP-NONTOP (and hence releases a,VN -aTN = 5 tokens) Or One net mOVeS frOmI TOP-NONTOP t0 TOP-TOP (and hence releases aTN -aTT = 6 tokens). Since node B = (n, h -1) also moves from NONTOP t0 TOP, Wt? conclude that at least 2 min(aNN -aT,V, aTN -an) = 10 tokens become available (revenue).
. If either X or U is exposed, then we have drawn no horizontal wire. We place as + 3 = 7 (see (1)) tokens on the single segment extending from column I to n. If neither X nor U is, exposed, then we have drawn one horizontal wire for the cost of one token. The layout of this net releases aTT = 1 token, so 10 + 1 = 11 tokens are available. Also we place 3 + as = 7 tokens on segment X, UI and 2 tokens on segment X2 U,. Thus 10 tokens are needed, which contrasts favorably with the 11 tokens available. Thus, in either case, the cost is more than covered.
Step 1: Run Layout. This step involves two symmetric scans of TOP. We have, at this point, two segments, Xi U, and XZ Uz (the latter possibly void). If X,U2 is void, we may assume without loss of generality that U, is exposed (otherwise, we consider the mirror image of the rectangle). The first scan is a leftto-right scan of segment X1 UI , that is, a call of procedure RIGHT-RUN-LAYOUT The following program makes use of the "extension of a left-going net," by which we mean the following operation: Given a left-going net N* = ((1; h), (g, l)) with g 5 J; to extend N* to e > fmeans to lay out for N* a horizontal wire from (f; h) to (e, h) and a vertical wire from (e, h) to (e, h -I), thereby moving the terminal from (J; h) to (e, h -1). Also all other nets with a terminal in set ((x, h) :fr x < e) are extended by one vertical edge. Finally observe that x TN I zI -I, since all but the first extension are preceded by a completed TOP-NONTOP net, and that XTN 1 z2 -1, since all but the last segment are followed by the layout of a run that starts with a TOP-NONTOP net. This finishes the description of the left-to-right scan. Its effects are illustrated in Figure 9 , where neither X nor U is initially exposed.
It is immediately verified that the segmentsX1 Ul , . . . , Xi UL have the properties outlined earlier; in addition, there may be a special segment Xi+, U;+, , which was created earlier by the initialization step.
We are now ready to undertake the right-to-left scan (symmetric to Step I), which performs the following action: Let us concentrate first on segment XL+ I U;+, . This segment exists only if U,(+, = U is not exposed, that is, if node (h, n) is the terminal of two nets. Since no node (x, h) with cx-+, < x I dk,, = n is the terminal of a horizontal net, we have zI = z and hence z2 = 0, that is, no new segment is created. Hence the total number of tokens needed to process XL+, Ui+, is at most XTN + XTT + ZI + 1. Also the total number of tokens available is XTN* aTN + XTT-aTT + 2 since there are two tokens on segment XL+, UL,, (placed by the initialization step). Since aTN = 7, aTT = I, and XT, L zI -I, the cost is amply covered. AND F. P. PREPARATA It remains to consider segments X/ U,', 1 I i % k. Since both X/ and U/ are exposed, we have 22 L 1 and x TN 2 zl. Also, as for the accounting for procedure RIGHT-RUN-LAYOUT, the total cost is x T,V + XTT + z2.a~ + ZI + 1 (note that only as tokens are now placed on each newly generated segment) and the total number of tokens available is x TN TN + xTlaTT + as + 1 (note that as + 1 tokens a were available on segment Xl U/). Thus cost is covered, since XTN L z2 -1, aTN = 7, aTT = 1, as = 4. With the endowment of at least as tokens per segment we can now begin the clean-up step.
Step 2. Clean-up. As mentioned earlier, at this point we have a sequence of segments X;Ur, X?Uf, . . . , XJ U: with Properties (i), (ii), and (iii) described above. To this collection, we apply the following algorithm: .See Figure  10a 10. else ( 11. 12. 13. Remark. Note that either net N, or net N2, or both, might be fictitious. If net N, (N2) is fictitious, then the wire drawn for that net is fictitious, that is, we explicitly declare all the edges on that wire as unused. Also, the newly created nets are fictitious if the original was. For example, if nets N, and N2 are fictitious (i.e., points e, c, d, and f are fictitious, and c < d), then points e, c*, c, d, d*, and f will be fictitious after termination of CLEAN-UP and we shall have drawn three fictitious wires. . In the first case we are safe, since when passing from P to P' we reduce the capacity by 1 and increase the density by 1. Note that there is a fictitious net going across v-cut (g, g + 1) in P'. In the second case, we are also safe, since in P' there is no (!!) fictitious net going across v-cut (g, g + 1). This follows from the fact that we added c and d to the set of fictitious points and c zs g < d. Cl ACCOUNTING. For the case in Figure lOa , the expenditure is one token for the horizontal wire drawn and one token to endow each of the new TOP-TOP nets N; and NI . Available are as = 4 tokens on segment X" U" and one token from net N, ; this is more than adequate to cover expenditures.
begin create nets N,' = ((e, h -l), (c*, h -1)) and N" = ((d*, h -l), k h -xl); draw wire (c*, h -1) --$ (c*, h) --, (d*, h) + (d*
For the case in Figure lob (c > d) , we have increased the number of TOP-TOP nets by one and have drawn two horizontal wires. Again, the revenue is 2aTT + as and the expenditure is 3aT + 2, which is covered.
Finally, for the case in Figure 1Oc (c < d), we have increased the numbers of TOP-TOP nets by one (there is one additionalj?ctitious net) and we have drawn at most three horizontal wires at least one of which is fictitious. Thus, the revenue is 2aTT + as (from the two processed TOP-TOP nets and the segment), although the expenditure is at mOSt 3an + 3. Since aTT = 1 and as = 4, the cost is always covered.
We are now ready to consider the last case, to which we apply procedure PULL.
This case occurs when c < d and there is a saturated v-cut (g, g + I), c < g < d, with no fictitious nets across it. In this case, it is mandatory to use track h in the interval [g, g + 11, and the only way to achieve this is by "pulling up" to track h a net not contributing to the vertical density at h. The action is described by the following procedure: PROOF. If c = g, then column g must be density preserving or increasing; if c < g, then column g must be density increasing by the minimality of g. In either case we infer that (g, 1) is the terminal of a net that has its other terminal in one ofcolumnsg+ 1,. . . , II. Cl LEMMA 7. The new problem P' is valid.
PROOF. We first consider the case r = h -1, that is, N is a TOP-NONTOP net, whence we have either i < c* or d* < i (if c* < i < d*, the previous scans would have processed it). Thus, in this case, the validity of P' is obvious (since the segment is eliminated).
In the other case (r I h -2), the crucial observation is that dens(b, b + 1) I n -2 for every h-cut (b, b + 1) with r I b 5 h -2. We prove dens(b, b + 1) I n -2 by case distinction on b. Case 2: b < h -(d* -c* + 1)/2. Let 1 be the number of horizontal nets that go across cut (g, g + 1). All such nets have both terminals on line segment X"U" since c I g < d. Since X" and U" are exposed, we conclude 1 s (d* -c* -1)/2.
There are at most n + 26 terminals in rows 1, . . . , b. We label these terminals "up" and "cross" as follows. A terminal is labeled up (cross) if it belongs to a net that goes across h-cut (b, b + 1) (v-cut (g, g + 1)). Then no terminal is labeled up and cross since there are no nets in TOP-NONTOP that go across the cut (g, g + 1) (recall that n 5 h -2) and since every net in NONTOP-NONTOP that goes across the cut has both terminals in rows 1, . . . , r by definition of r. Since vcut (g, g + 1) is saturated, exactly 2(h -1) terminals are labeled cross. Thus
The accounting is best done by referring to the cases illustrated in Figure 11 .
Considerfirst r = h -1 and j = d* ( Figures 1 la and b) . Here we have increased the number of TOP-TOP nets by one (namely, N'), and either we have completed a TOP-NONTOP net (namely, N") drawing at most three horizontal wires (note that N' could end in a column that also contains the right terminal of a horizontal net (Figure 1 la) ), or we have not completed a TOP-NONTOP net drawing one horizontal wire (Figure 11 b) . In either case, we can use the as = 4 tokens available on segment X"U" to cover the expenditures: Indeed, in the first case we have a revenue of as + aTN = 11 tokens and need only 3 + aTT = 4 tokens; in the latter case we have as = 4 tokens available and need only 1 + aTT = 2 tokens.
Consider now that j < d* (Figure 1 Ic). Then the layout of the row starting with net N" uses at most three horizontal wires and also deletes one TOP-TOP net. Therefore, altogether, the number of TOP-TOP nets is not increased. Thus, total expenditure is at most 3, which is easily covered by the aTN = 7 tokens on net N.
Consider next all the cases for which r I h -2. In all of these cases, we reduce the number of NONTOP-NONTOP nets by one, which yields aNN = 12 tokens.
Case 1 (Figure 1 Id): c* < i <j < d*. We lay out nets N' and N" completely and also complete two horizontal nets, which yield 2aTT tokens. Expenditure is at most 5 for the horizontal wires drawn and for the endowment as = 4 of the newly created segment and is thus easily covered.
Case2: c*<i<j=d*orc*=i<j<d*.
Here the number of segments does not change. Assume c* c i < j = d* without loss of generality. Then we completely lay out net N' and also one horizontal net. This yields aTT tokens. Net N" is either laid out completely or it is not. In the first case (Figure 1 le) (N" is laid out completely), we draw at mostJive horizontal wires and thus have an expenditure of 5. This is readily covered by the aNN + aTT = 13 tokens available.
In the latter case (Figure 11 f ) (N" is not laid out completely), we draw at most three horizontal wires and hence total expenditure is at most 3 + aTN = 10. Recall that we need to put a TN tokens on N" in this case. This is covered by the aNN + aTT = I3 tokens available.
Case3: c*=i<j=d*.
Here the as = 4 tokens on segment X" U" become available. If neither N' nor N" is laid out completely (Figure 1 Ig), then we draw one wire and need to place aTN = 7 tokens each on N' and N". Thus total expenditure is 2arN + 1 = 15, which is covered by the aNN + as = 16 tokens available.
If exactly one of N' or N" is laid out completely (Figure 1 lh) , then we draw at most three wires and need to place aTN tokens on either N' or N". Thus total expenditure is 3 + aTN = 10, which is covered by the aNN + as = 16 tokens available.
Finally, tf both N' and N" are laid out completely (Figure 11 j ) , then we draw at most five wires. Thus total expenditure is 5, which is readily covered by the aNN + as = 16 tokens available.
Thus, in all cases the expenses are covered.
We summarize the previous discussion in THEOREM 3 . Let P be any RRP with N nets. Then a solution (if there is one) with only O(N) knock-knees can be found using only O(N) elementary steps.
PROOF. Recall that an elementary step corresponds to drawing a horizontal wire of arbitrary length. Knock-knees occur only at the end of horizontal wires. Thus, it suffices to prove the bound on the number of elementary steps.
In Section 2, we described how any (solvable) RRP can be turned into a standard RRP with only O(N) nets.
In a standard RRP with O(N) nets, we supply only O(N) tokens initially. Since an elementary step costs one token, the bound follows. Cl
We conclude this section with an example illustrating the algorithm. Example 1. The following RRP is given: If the last column is suppressed, we leave it as an exercise to show that the following layout is constructed:
Example 2. A more substantial example of routing is illustrated in Figure 12 .
Note that all columns but the last are saturated.
Implementation
The goal of this section is to show that each elementary step can be implemented in time O(log N). We first discuss data structures to be used for nets and then data structures to be used for columns and fictitious points. The procedure discussed in Section 3 involves the searches of several collections of items, such as TOP-TOP nets. Each such collections must be organized in a data structure that supports the required operations within the target O(log N) time bound. Before discussing these data structures, we recall, for the reader's convenience, the search operations postulated by the algorithm: Given g, find maximal q such that row q contains the terminal of a TOP-NONTOP or NONTOP-NONTOP net N = ((s, y)(t, z)), q = max( y, z), across v-cut (g, g + 1) (procedure PULL).
Although operations 1, 2, and 3 could be carried out using very conventional data structures (priority queues realized by height-balanced trees), the other operations require recourse to more sophisticated structures: these are the (discrete range) priority search trees [5] and the segment trees [I] (see also [4] ). Both types of trees deal with integers and integer intervals, for which we use the notation [ , 1.
Priority search trees (PST) support the following operations on a dynamic set S of points, in time logarithmic in the size of their coordinates. We denote points stored in priority search trees by [x, y] in order to distinguish them from points in layout rectangles: PST 1. Insert (delete) a point. PST 2. Given query integers ~0, xl, and yl , find [x, y] E S such that x0 5 x 5 xl, y r y, , and x is minimal. PST 3. Given query integers x0 and x1, find [x, y] E S such that x0 5 x I xl and y is maximal.
It is now appropriate to recall briefly the structure of segment trees. Nets are conveniently subdivided into subsets (each to be maintained in a separate data structure), according to the following classification. Referring to Figure 13 , TOP is the set of terminals in rows h -1 and h, BOTTOM is the set of terminals in row 1, LEFT is the set of terminals in column 1, rows 2 through h -2, and RIGHT is defined analogously. We shall use eight collections of nonfictitious nets: TOP-TOP, TOP-LEFT, TOP-RIGHT, TOP-BOTTOM; LEFT-BOTTOM, RIGHT-BOTTOM; LEFT-RIGHT, BOTTOM-BOTTOM (no sophisticated data structure is needed for LEFT-LEFT and RIGHT-RIGHT). We now discuss the data structure for each of these collections.
TOP-TOP: Priority search tree and priority queue. Nets are of the form ((1; h -a), (g, h -b)) for some a, b E (0, 11. We store [1; g] as a point in a priority search tree; in addition, points g are stored in a priority queue. Search 1 is solved by choosing x0 = 1 and xl = n in PST3; Search 3 is solved by choosing x0 = c, x1 = n, and y, = c in PST2; the symmetric version of Search 3 is solved by finding the maximal g less than or equal to some given d in the priority queue for the right terminals; Search 4 is solved by choosing x0 = 1, and xl = c* in PST3; Search 5 is solved by choosing xo = d*, xl = n, and y, = 1 in PST2. We leave it as an open problem to find a single data structure for TOP-TOP nets that supports all searches. v) , (x, I)).) In the priority search tree, we store points [x, y] . In Search 7, we can find a LEFT-BOTTOM net with maximal y across (g, g + 1) by setting x0 = g + 1 and xl = n in PST3.
RIGHT-BOTTOM:
Same as LEFT-BOTTOM.
LEFT-RIGHT: Priority queue, ordered according to the row that contains the higher terminal. This enables us to find the desired NONTOP-NONTOP net in Search 7.
The above discussion outlines the implementation of Searches 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 with respect to nonfictitious nets; all are executable in time O(log N). Furthermore, all data structures can be updated in time O(log N) after laying out at net.
It remains to describe the data structure used for columns and fictitious nets. This data structure also supports Search 6. We resort to a segment tree T( 1, n) with n leaves numbered 1, . . . , n. Leaf i represents column i and v-cut (i, i + 1). In segment tree T( 1, n), we store all nonfictitious nonvertical nets as intervals of the type [column containing left terminal, column containing right terminal -11. The segment tree has the following auxiliary node parameters:
Number of fictitious points in subtree rooted at u. Using auxiliary node parameter FICT, it is easy to carry out searches 1, 3,4, and 5 with respect to fictitious nets and also to determine the second terminal of a fictitious net, if one is known. Also all parameters of the segment tree can be updated in logarithmic time when inserting or deleting a nonfictitious net or when inserting or deleting fictitious points. There is one subtle point, however. When inserting fictitious points c, din procedure CLEAN-UP, line 18, the set of fictitious nets may change dramatically (see Figure 14) . It is therefore essential that only nontictitious nets be considered in computing parameter EDENS [u] .
We finally describe how to do Search 6. Note that Search 6 is tantamount 
Multiterminal Nets
A multiterminal net may have any number of terminals, that is, a multiterminal net is an arbitrary subset of the boundary points of the rectangle. It is not known whether the results of the previous section carry over to multiterminal nets. However, the results of the previous section can be used to obtain an approximation algorithm for multiterminal net routing problems.
Let P be any multiterminal routing problem such that the density of no v-cut and h-cut exceeds its capacity. Enlarge the grid by inserting new empty grid lines between any pair of adjacent vertical or horizontal grid lines, but insert three grid lines between columns 1 and 2 and rows 1 and 2. Thus an n by m rectangle is enlarged to a (2n + 1) by (2m + 1) rectangle (see Figure 15) . Now, transform the routing problem into a two-terminal net-routing problem as follows (cf. Figure 15) . View a multiterminal net as a cycle that is attached to the boundary at some number of points (its terminals). Create a copy of each terminal and move it to an adjacent empty grid line. In this way a multiterminal net with d terminals gives rise to d two-terminal nets. Also this transformation at most doubles the density. Thus, in the new problem no column and row are saturated (that is the reason why we inserted three grid lines and not only two between columns 1 and 2 and rows 1 and 2) and hence the revised row and column criteria hold. Thus, the problem is valid and has a solution. Moreover, it is easy to see that edges between the two copies of a terminal need not be used in the layout and can therefore be used to connect the different pieces of a multiterminal net.
Layer Assignment
We mentioned already in the introduction that every layout can be wired using four layers of interconnect [2] . The precise model is as follows. We have four layers, say 1,2, 3,4, of interconnect, two of which, say i andj (i <j ), are electrically preferential. In any grid point, we can place two contacts, one connecting layers i, and iz and one connecting layers i3 and id, where 1 5 il I iz < ij d id I 4. Thus, it is assumed that we can simultaneously connect 1 to 2 and 3 to 4, or, alternatively 1 to 3 and 4 to itself. However, we cannot simultaneously connect 1 to 3 and 2 to 4. Let L be any layout with k knock-knees. Then L can be wired in the model described above so that (a) there are only O(k) contact cuts and (b) all but O(k) length of wire runs in preferential layers i and j. The wiring is such that the usage of contact cuts (vias) and of the nonpreferential layers is limited to the vicinity of knock-knees. We refer the reader to [2] for details. In specific situations one may wish to use fewer than four layers of interconnect.
We now show how to wire a knock-knee layout using just two layers of interconnect after expanding it by a factor of 2 either in the y or in the x direction. This technique is closely related to the one proposed in [7] . Let L be a layout. Expand the grid by inserting a new empty grid line between any pair of adjacent horizontal grid lines. Thus, an n-by-m rectangle is enlarged to an n-by-(2m -1) rectangle.
Contacts are only placed on new grid lines. The layer assignment to wires on old grid lines is as follows. The wire entering a row from the left runs on layer 1 all the way to its knock-knee (refer to Figure 16 illustrating the wiring of the layout of Figure 12 ). There it is reflected upward or downward, and keeps running on layer 1 up to the adjacent new grid line. The other wire sharing the knock-knee runs on layer 2 all the way to its other knock-knee in the row, and so on. We use this strategy independently on every old grid line. Note that the layer of every vertical wire segment crossing an old grid line is fixed by the layer assignment of the horizontal segments. We can now use the new grid lines to mend together the solutions for adjacent old grid lines by placing vias wherever necessary.
Computational Experience
The algorithm presented in this paper was implemented in Pascal by G. Kaninke.
The program has about 5000 lines and is available from the first author. Typical running times are 2 seconds for examples with 60 nets on a 30-by-30 grid (see Figure 17 ). The running times were measured on a SIEMENS 7760 2.8 MOPS machine.
